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L O N G  L I V E  T H E  S P I K E Y

Curiosity. Exploration. Experimentation. Creation. Without these

values, we wouldn’t be Slingshot.

With these artistic endeavors, we find the beauty in the creation

itself. It’s why we wake up in the morning knowing that we have the

best jobs in the world. Working with talented artists, engineers

and friends is the very central structure for how we choose to find

happiness. For us and our team, it’s about enjoying life. The process

is so much of the enjoyment- doing it and being fully immersed in

the sports we love. Our goals and our passions don’t end there.

Ultimately, our efforts are for you, the riders that we haven’t met. 

The friend across the pond, the everyday shredder, the 8-year-old 

girl, and the wake dad. Without you, we wouldn’t be us. Sharing our 

art, our passion, our hard work and our products with you is when

the magic happens. We are looking to share that moment of your

first waterstart, your first wake jump, your first rail and, lastly,

that post session smile.

We learned a long time ago that we aren’t going to do it like anyone

else. We don’t want to. We are going to do it our way. If you look

at the list of riders, achievements and innovations that have come

from our way of thinking, why would we? From being first in flex, to 

Xgames gold, the Shredtown Jamboree and now the Valdosta Yard 

Sale, we have been a driving force behind it all. That was just us 

being drawn intrinsically to likeminded people- to people who didn’t 

have a home until they found one with us. They had outlandish ideas 

and crazy dreams. We simply gave them a platform to achieve them. 

These dreams, goals and that passion and curiosity are deep in the 

heart of each and every wakeboarder. You have to invest in it; you 

have to learn; you have stick it out and figure it out. You never stop, 

you never just end there. You are constantly learning and working, 

just like us. Behind the gear, behind the art, behind the team, there 

lies just one thing. The desire to let our minds and bodies roam



B O O T S

For many brands, boots are an afterthought. Not for Slingshot. We’ve 

got a dedicated boot team that has perfected this very important 

piece of gear with countless innovations, like the bottomless base, 

removeable liners, and most recently the Gummy Strap closure 

system, which has solved the biggest problem know to wakeboots. 

In 2018, our boots are now even lighter, making it possible for you to 

jump higher, go farther, and potentially never get your feet wet at all. 

Welcome to the future, Mr. McFly…

Boots are arguably the most important part of your wakeboarding 

experience. Get them right and you could have the ride of your life, 

get it wrong and the whole experience is pretty much a wash, filled 

with bitching and moaning and general discomfort, preventing the 

rider from focusing on what really matters. Our goal with boots is 

to develop a piece of footwear that meshes so well with your foot 

that it can be completely forgotten about during your ride. We 

believe this can be achieved at the point where comfort, support 

and performance all cross paths.



S H R E D T O W N

If the RAD is the Michael Jordan of our lineup, the Shredtowns are 

more like the Kanye West. Trendier design, younger, hipper riders, etc. 

They also say and do some pretty outlandish and impossible shit, 

and people usually consider it to be cool just because Shredtown 

did it. As far as the design goes, the Shredtowns are the original 

two-piece binding system. Removable liners hug your feet for the 

entire session while the shells simply help secure you to the board. 

They’re perfect for cable and winch environments and come with two 

sets of Gummy Straps so you can style them whichever way you like. 

The three-zone Gummy Strap closure allows you to customize the 

fit to your preference, can be cut to length, and refuse to let go 

throughout the session so you can simply set them and forget them.



+  Gummy Straps squeeze tight, won’t loosen as you ride

+  Eliminates the frustration of Velcro

+  Rugged removable liner for walking around

+  Stiff fit for superior support

+  Four-zone closure for superior security

S H R E D T O W N
SKU# 18442

SIZES:

6 - 13 US  /  24.5 - 29 CM

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  SHREDTOWN LINERS + BOOTS 

+  K9 MOUNTING HARDWARE 
    W/ STANDARD M6

+  CUSTOMIZABLE  GUMMY STRAPS

SHREDTOWN HIGHLIGHTS SHREDTOWN CHARACTERISTICS

SHREDTOWN RIDER PROFILE

You’ll love the Shredtown Boots if you want a super supportive boot you can tighten both inside and out 

with the convenience and protection of a removable liner with walking soles.

Packed full of features, the Shredtown is a top-of-the-line boot designed for hard-charging riders who 

want a boot they can use with confidence in all aspects of the sport. A removable, synch-tight liner 

slips in and out easily and features a fashionable print and a hard-sole bottom for walking around parks, 

parking lots, weeds, rocks and night clubs. The liner has been tweaked for 2018 for easier entry and exit 

with the boot and is loaded with super soft padding that gives an ergonomic fit and extra cushion for 

those hard landings. The outer closure system features three Gummy Straps- one upper and two lower- 

for an ultra-secure and tight, yet flexible feel.  The boot includes two sets of colored gummy straps that 

allows for added customization. 

*CUSTOMIZE YOUR BOOTS WITH INCLUDED
  SECONDARY GUMMY STRAPS



REMOVABLE LINERS WITH WALKING SOULS AND ADDITIONAL LACE SUPPORT 

GUMMY STRAPS WITH INTERCHANGEABLE STRAP COLORS
Finally, a simple and effective solution to a problem that has afflicted wakeboarding boots since the very 

beginning. Slingshot’s “Gummy Straps” are a revolutionary closure system that utilizes super strong, high-tension 

Thermoplastic Poly Urethane (TPU) to synch your boots tight. No more loosening over time, no more Velcro, no 

more cumbersome closure systems: Gummy Straps stretch when you fasten them, then squeeze your boots tight 

as you ride. Gummy Straps are easily interchangeable and each boot comes with two sets of colors so you can 

customize your style. 

FIRM FLEX

DIRECT CONNECT SOLES 
Baseplates are a thing of the past. Slingshot’s direct-connect soles reduce the footprint of the boot and allows 

the board to flex more efficiently underfoot. With a direct connection to the deck, the reaction time of the board 

is immediate when you engage on your toes or heels to set an edge. This increases rider feel and control and 

improves the overall connection to your board.   

K9 MOUNTING SYSTEM 
Continued for 2018, Slingshot’s K9 mounting system provides a solid connection to your board, eliminates heel/

toe lift and provides fully customizable mounting options so you can set your stance exactly the way you want it. 

A mounting rode is bolted onto the sole of the boot and connects by a rugged clamp, making this the most robust 

mounting system we’ve ever had. 

NEW LIGHTER MOUNTING HARDWARE
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S H R E D T O W N  T E C H  D E T A I L S

2 3
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UNIT

US K9 MOUNTING HARDWARE W/ STANDARD M6

EURO K9 MOUNTING HARDWARE W/ STANDARD M6

U.K. K9 MOUNTING HARDWARE W/ STANDARD M6

CM

6 - 13

38 - 47

5.5 - 12.5

24.5 - 29 K9 MOUNTING HARDWARE W/ STANDARD M6

SIZING HARDWARE

4



K T V

The KTV is the perfect blend between the RAD and Shredtown. The 

name comes from the term “Karaoke TV” which is really big in China 

where, once upon a time, one of our boot designers had the night of 

his life. So we decided to name the boot after his experience. The 

boot features fixed liners with three zones of Gummy Strap closure 

to keep things simple yet supportive. They are certainly the fastest 

boots to get in and out of so you can slide right on past all the lace 

tanglers on the dock and grab the next open carrier before they 

even have the chance to look up. The KTV also offers the most flex, 

so if you prefer a softer more agile boot the KTV will be the most 

maneuverable in the line.



K T V
SKU# 18443

SIZES:

6 - 13 US  /  24.5 - 29 CM

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  KTV BOOTS 

+  K9 MOUNTING HARDWARE 
    W/ STANDARD M6

+  CUSTOMIZABLE  GUMMY STRAPS

+  Medium flex offers ideal balance between support and mobility

+  Quick and easy entry-exit

+  Gummy Straps squeeze tight, won’t loosen as you ride

+  Eliminates the frustration of Velcro

+  Get the right fit with three-zone closure

KTV HIGHLIGHTS KTV CHARACTERISTICS

KTV RIDER PROFILE

You’ll love the KTV Boots if you want a setup with quick and easy entry/exit, a little more flex than the 

Shredtown for tweaking out those grabs and no laces to deal with.

The 2018 KTV features an upgraded interior for added ergonomics and cushion and a three-piece Gummy 

Strap closure system that will have you booted-up and ready to ride in no time. With a medium flex, the 

KTV is the ideal boot for riders who like a little more give in their setup, whether for causal cruising or 

tweaking-out grabs.   

*CUSTOMIZE YOUR BOOTS WITH INCLUDED
  SECONDARY GUMMY STRAPS



THREE-ZONE CLOSURE

GUMMY STRAPS WITH INTERCHANGEABLE STRAP COLORS
Finally, a simple and effective solution to a problem that has afflicted wakeboarding boots since the very 

beginning. Slingshot’s “Gummy Straps” are a revolutionary closure system that utilizes super strong, high-tension 

Thermoplastic Poly Urethane (TPU) to synch your boots tight. No more loosening over time, no more Velcro, no 

more cumbersome closure systems: Gummy Straps stretch when you fasten them, then squeeze your boots tight 

as you ride. Gummy Straps are easily interchangeable and each boot comes with two sets of colors so you can 

customize your style. 

DIRECT CONNECT SOLES 
Baseplates are a thing of the past. Slingshot’s direct-connect soles reduce the footprint of the boot and allows 

the board to flex more efficiently underfoot. With a direct connection to the deck, the reaction time of the board 

is immediate when you engage on your toes or heels to set an edge. This increases rider feel and control and 

improves the overall connection to your board.   

NEW LIGHTER MOUNTING HARDWARE
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K T V  T E C H  D E T A I L S
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UNIT

US K9 MOUNTING HARDWARE W/ STANDARD M6

EURO K9 MOUNTING HARDWARE W/ STANDARD M6

U.K. K9 MOUNTING HARDWARE W/ STANDARD M6

CM

6 - 13

38 - 47

5.5 - 12.5

24.5 - 29 K9 MOUNTING HARDWARE W/ STANDARD M6

SIZING HARDWARE



R . A . D .

All of our boots are RAD, this one just happens to be the original, 

so it boasts the name as well. The feeling of strapping up is like 

putting on a pair of fresh pair of socks for the first time and getting 

that “ooh ahh” feeling. The RAD features a lower lacing system 

that ties into our signature HHD Heel support harness for riders 

who prefer a completely locked-down feeling. Built on our new K9 

mounting platform the boot to board contact is stronger than ever 

before eliminating delays in communication between your feet 

and the board. The Riders overall “feel” is also maximized thanks 

to the bottomless base system. We consider the RAD’s to be the 

“Jordans” of our product line – and we’re certain that if he were to try 

wakeboarding, the RAD would be his boot of choice.



R . A . D .
SKU# 18445

SIZES:

4 - 13 US  /  23 - 29 CM

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  RAD BOOTS 

+  K9 MOUNTING HARDWARE 
    W/ STANDARD M6

+  CUSTOMIZABLE  GUMMY STRAPS

+  Medium flex offers ideal balance between support and mobility

+  High performance, high cushion interior

+  Dual closure styles for optimal fit and flex

+  Quick and easy entry/exit

+  HHD design locks heel into place

RAD HIGHLIGHTS RAD CHARACTERISTICS

RAD RIDER PROFILE

You’ll love the RAD Boots if you’re cruising the lake with the family, boosting big airs, or working laps at the 

cable park, the RAD boot is for all styles of riding and all conditions with pull-tight laces on bottom and a 

strap closure up top.

The RAD has been a fan favorite on our lineup since day-one. Featuring a two-zone closure system with 

a synch-tight interior and one upper strap, the RAD provides the perfect balance between high comfort 

and high performance. For 2018 we’ve upgraded the whole look of the boot. Legacy features includ 

our Gummy Strap closure system, improved interior padding and HHD (heel hold down) technology and 

our lighter K9 mounting hardware. Whether you’re cruising the lake with the family, boosting big airs, 

working laps at the cable park or winching with your buddies, the RAD is boot for all styles of riding and 

all conditions. 

*CUSTOMIZE YOUR BOOTS WITH INCLUDED
  SECONDARY GUMMY STRAPS



INTERIOR LACE AND LACE LOCK CLOSURE

GUMMY STRAPS WITH INTERCHANGEABLE STRAP COLORS
Finally, a simple and effective solution to a problem that has afflicted wakeboarding boots since the very 

beginning. Slingshot’s “Gummy Straps” are a revolutionary closure system that utilizes super strong, high-tension 

Thermoplastic Poly Urethane (TPU) to synch your boots tight. No more loosening over time, no more Velcro, no 

more cumbersome closure systems: Gummy Straps stretch when you fasten them, then squeeze your boots tight 

as you ride. Gummy Straps are easily interchangeable and each boot comes with two sets of colors so you can 

customize your style. 

NEW LIGHTER MOUNTING HARDWARE

MEDIUM FLEX

DIRECT CONNECT SOLES 
Baseplates are a thing of the past. Slingshot’s direct-connect soles reduce the footprint of the boot and allows 

the board to flex more efficiently underfoot. With a direct connection to the deck, the reaction time of the board 

is immediate when you engage on your toes or heels to set an edge. This increases rider feel and control and 

improves the overall connection to your board.   
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R . A . D .  T E C H  D E T A I L S
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UNIT

US K9 MOUNTING HARDWARE W/ STANDARD M6

EURO K9 MOUNTING HARDWARE W/ STANDARD M6

U.K. K9 MOUNTING HARDWARE W/ STANDARD M6

CM

4 - 13

35.5 - 47

3.5 - 12.5

23 - 29 K9 MOUNTING HARDWARE W/ STANDARD M6

SIZING HARDWARE



J E W E L

The Jewel is the sister to the RAD, with all the same features, just 

better looking. Most seasons the male team riders request to wear 

the women’s boot and we can’t say we blame them. Wearing the 

Jewel boot feels a bit like an hour appointment at the spa. The last 

20 minutes are almost depressing because it feels so good but you 

know it’s going to be over soon and then you’ll have to get back to 

“contributing to society.” For those lucky enough to wakeboard all 

day with no worries, the Jewel is their boot of choice as it goes the 

distance and keeps all the little piggies snug, warm and happy.



J E W E L
SKU# 18444

SIZES:

6 - 10 W’S US  /  22.5 - 25.9 CM

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  JEWEL BOOTS 

+  K9 MOUNTING HARDWARE 
    W/ STANDARD M6

+  CUSTOMIZABLE  GUMMY STRAPS

+  Medium flex offers ideal balance between support and mobility

+  High performance, high cushion interior

+  Dual closure styles for optimal fit and flex

+  Quick and easy entry/exit

+  HHD design locks heel into place

JEWEL HIGHLIGHTS JEWEL CHARACTERISTICS

JEWEL RIDER PROFILE

You’ll love the Jewel Boots if you’re a female rider who wants a fully-functional AND fashionable boot 

designed and built specifically for you.  

This female-specific boot is designed with the same two-zone closure system as the RAD boot but is 

scaled-down for a lower-profile fit. Featuring a two-zone closure system with a synch-tight interior and 

one upper strap, the Jewel provides the perfect balance between high comfort and high performance. 

For female riders looking for a boot designed specifically for their ergonomics and aesthetics, look no 

farther than the Jewel. 

*CUSTOMIZE YOUR BOOTS WITH INCLUDED
  SECONDARY GUMMY STRAPS



INTERIOR LACE AND LACE LOCK CLOSURE

GUMMY STRAPS WITH INTERCHANGEABLE STRAP COLORS
Finally, a simple and effective solution to a problem that has afflicted wakeboarding boots since the very 

beginning. Slingshot’s “Gummy Straps” are a revolutionary closure system that utilizes super strong, high-tension 

Thermoplastic Poly Urethane (TPU) to synch your boots tight. No more loosening over time, no more Velcro, no 

more cumbersome closure systems: Gummy Straps stretch when you fasten them, then squeeze your boots tight 

as you ride. Gummy Straps are easily interchangeable and each boot comes with two sets of colors so you can 

customize your style. 

NEW LIGHTER MOUNTING HARDWARE

MEDIUM FLEX

DIRECT CONNECT SOLES 
Baseplates are a thing of the past. Slingshot’s new direct-connect soles reduce the footprint of the boot and 

allows the board to flex more efficiently underfoot. With a direct connection to the deck, the reaction time of the 

board is immediate when you engage on your toes or heels to set an edge. This increases rider feel and control 

and improves the overall connection to your board.   
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J E W E L  T E C H  D E T A I L S
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UNIT

US K9 MOUNTING HARDWARE W/ STANDARD M6

EURO K9 MOUNTING HARDWARE W/ STANDARD M6

U.K. K9 MOUNTING HARDWARE W/ STANDARD M6

CM

6 - 10

36 - 42

3.5 - 7.5

22 - 26 K9 MOUNTING HARDWARE W/ STANDARD M6

SIZING HARDWARE



O P T I O N

The option got a serious facelift in 2018. The Gummy Strap has had 

such a great response that we were able to incorporate this new 

closure system into the Option boot by popular demand. The fit has 

also been improved drastically while the open toe design allows for 

a larger variety of feet than close toe models.



O P T I O N
SKU# 18446

SIZES:

S/M, M/L, L/XL US  /  23 - 25, 26 - 27, 28+ CM

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  OPTION BOOTS 

+  STANDARD M6 MOUNTING HARDWARE

+  CUSTOMIZABLE GUMMY STRAPS

+  Open Toe design fits a variety of sizes

+  Great for beginner to intermediate riders

+  Quick entry and exit

+  Lightweight, user-friendly concept

+  Dual closure system for optimal fit

OPTION HIGHLIGHTS OPTION CHARACTERISTICS

OPTION RIDER PROFILE

You’ll love the Option Boots if you want the convenience and user-friendly function  of an open-toe boot 

that can fit riders with a range of sizes.

The Option provides a balance between convenience, versatility and performance. The open-toed design 

allows riders of multiple sizes to use the same boot, making the Option a great choice for families, 

camps, rental fleets and casual riders. A 3 srtap gummy closure setup features a versatile fit that can 

be tightened or loosened with ease depending on the user. If you’re looking for a performance boot that 

everyone can enjoy and won’t break the bank, this your only Option.



3D MOLDED TONGUE

DUAL ZONE CLOSURE

MEDIUM FLEX

DIRECT BASE SYSTEM
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O P T I O N  T E C H  D E T A I L S

2 3

4

1

UNIT

US STANDARD M6 MOUNTING HARDWARE

EURO STANDARD M6 MOUNTING HARDWARE

U.K. STANDARD M6 MOUNTING HARDWARE

CM

4 - 7 8 - 10 11+

35.5 - 39 41 - 44 45+

3.5 - 6.5 7.5 - 9.5 10.5+

23 - 25 26 - 27 28+ STANDARD M6 MOUNTING HARDWARE

S/M M/L L/XL HARDWARE



B O A R D S

“When we first started in wake, we were labeled “weirdos with 

‘kiteboards’ under our arms.” But we didn’t give a shit what people 

thought. We knew we had struck gold with the feeling our boards 

gave us on the water. These days, the same guys who were calling 

us OUT are calling us UP trying to get sponsored. Sorry, but the team 

is full, for now …”

-Jeff McKee



S H R E D T O W N

The Shredtown pro model is the board that carries the most 

influential group of park and winch riders across the hairiest of 

gaps, down the biggest of drops, and kisses the concrete on the 

regular. Whatever it takes to keep the Shredtown Crew happy, the 

board does. If there’s one board that would go when all the others 

back down, it’s the Shredtown. It’s built with fast rocker lines to 

minimize drag and a flex pattern that feels about the same as your 

first time jumping on a pogo stick. The crew also asked for a bigger 

size this season, so we delivered a 147 cm so all sizes and shapes 

of people can be a part of the crew that changed the game for park 

riding.



+  Fast, efficient park board 

+  Lock into presses like never before with Flex Tip Technology 

+  Great for two-tower parks, full parks and winching

+  Ideal board for sliding unique obstacles and rough surfaces

+  Board of choice for X -Games Champions, the Shredtown Crew

S H R E D T O W N

SKU# 18270

THE JIB / STREET KING

SKILL LEVEL:   INTERMEDIATE - EXPERT 

 

FLEX:   SOFT

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  SHREDTOWN BOARD 

+  4 — .75” X 6” ( 1.9 x 15.2 CM ) WAKE FINS

SHREDTOWN PRO MODEL HIGHLIGHTS SHREDTOWN PRO MODEL CHARACTERISTICS

The 2018 Shredtown brings back our tapered Flex Tips. When it comes to park and street style riding, the 

Shredtown Crew and their pro model board are blazing the trail into the future.  A continuous rocker makes 

the Shredtown fast and efficient for short run-ups, while chined rails, Fusion Sidewalls and the Ballistic Base 

give the board the bomber durability the Shredtown crew demands. 

SIZES:

135 CM  /  42.6 CM 

139 CM  /  43.6 CM 

143 CM  /  44.7 CM 

147 CM  /  45 CM 



147 CM 45 CM  /  29.1 CM (T/T) 2.78” 145 LBS  + 7.5  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

CARBON BEDROCK INSERTS 

Our Carbon Bedrock Inserts are the strongest and lightest mounting system in Slingshot history and utilize the 

industry-standard M6 hardware. Reinforced by patches of carbon fiber, the four-pack inserts are ridiculously 

strong, but remain flexible, which allows for an uninterrupted flex pattern. When paired with 2018 Slingshot 

Bindings, they allow for stance widths ranging from 19-25 inches (on center). 

LIGHTER THAN EVER - VERTICALLY LAMINATED WOOD CORE 
 
FLEX TIP TECHNOLOGY 

Continued in 2018, Slingshot is proud of the most advanced flex technology in the industry. Based around our 

renowned vertically laminated wood core, all new tapered flex tips allow for a stiffer belly, bringing the flex farther 

out towards the tip and tail for a press experience only available from Slingshot. 

 
BALLISTIC PARK BASE 

Our Ballistic Park Base utilizes the most durable material on the market and is designed to withstand the abuse of 

the world’s hardest-charging riders. Whether you’re on metal, wood, plastic, dirt or grass, you have our permission 

to go Ballistic with our base material.  
 
CONTINUOUS ROCKER 
 
CHINED RAILS + SLINGSHOT FUSION SIDEWALLS 
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LENGTH

135 CM 42.6 CM  /  27.9 CM (T/T) 2.55” UP TO 150  LBS 7.15  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

139 CM 43.6 CM  /  28.5 CM (T/T) 2.65” 130 — 180  LBS 7.25  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

143 CM 44.7 CM  /  29.1 CM (T/T) 2.72” 145 LBS  + 7.45  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

WIDTHS ROCKER RIDER WT. BOARD WT. BASE FINS

S H R E D T O W N  D E T A I L S1



C O A L I T I O N

The Coaliton is a redesign of the Reflex, born again under a new 

name with the design influence of the most radical park-riding crew 

in the world. Whether they take it on the water, land or all through 

the sand, the fine gentlemen at the Valdosta Wake Compound have 

beat the hell out of boards for years and keep coming back for more.

The Coalition features a bit more flex than the Reflex had, and now 

comes in a 149 cm, because when you’re 6’3”, 149 feels a whole lot 

cooler than 139.



+  For the rail riding guru

+  Great for kickers and rails 

+  Flex rebounds for great pop out of presses

+  Chined rails make it easy to slide rougher surfaces

+  Loose, fun feel on the water

C O A L I T I O N

SKU# 18250

CLASSIC PARK SHAPE

SKILL LEVEL:   ALL LEVELS 

 

FLEX:   MEDIUM - SOFT

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  COALITION BOARD 

+  4 — .75” X 6” ( 1.9 x 15.2 CM ) WAKE FINS

COALITION HIGHLIGHTS COALITION CHARACTERISTICS

The Coalition is an evolution of the reflex and former park favorite. It is the foundation for several of the other 

park boards in our line and is the perfect choice for rail riders who like to keep things simple. The Coalition 

features a classic outline and tip shape thst allow for some of the smoothest slides in the park. Chined rails 

protect your edges while sliding less than perfect surfaces and are a great help in perfecting your MJ slides. 

SIZES:

137 CM  /  43 CM 

141 CM  /  44.2 CM 

145 CM  /  45.1 CM 

149 CM  /  46 CM 



CARBON BEDROCK INSERTS 

Our Carbon Bedrock Inserts are the strongest and lightest mounting system in Slingshot history and utilize the 

industry-standard M6 hardware. Reinforced by patches of carbon fiber, the four-pack inserts are ridiculously 

strong, but remain flexible, which allows for an uninterrupted flex pattern. When paired with 2018 Slingshot 

Bindings, they allow for stance widths ranging from 19-25 inches (on center). 

LIGHTER THAN EVER 
 
BALLISTIC PARK BASE 

Our Ballistic Park Base utilizes the most durable material on the market and is designed to withstand the abuse of 

the world’s hardest-charging riders. Whether you’re on metal, wood, plastic, dirt or grass, you have our permission 

to go Ballistic with our base material. 

 
VERTICALLY LAMINATED WOOD CORE 
 
SUBTLE 3-STAGE ROCKER 
 
SLIDERITE CHINED RAILS + SLINGSHOT FUSION SIDEWALLS 
 

149 CM 46 CM  /  29.5 CM (T/T) 2.75” 160 LBS  + 7.6  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN
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LENGTH

137 CM 43 CM  /  28.4 CM (T/T) 2.5” UP TO 165  LBS 6.85  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

141 CM 44.2 CM  /  29 CM (T/T) 2.7” 145 — 195  LBS 7.25  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

145 CM 45.1 CM  /  29.5 CM (T/T) 2.75” 160 LBS  + 7.6  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

WIDTHS ROCKER RIDER WT. BOARD WT. BASE FINS

C O A L I T I O N  D E T A I L S1



T E R R A I N

Buying the Terrain is like discovering the cheat code that unlocks all 

the new tricks and levels on your favorite video game. Hop on and 

suddenly you’re able to press in all directions and you’re coming off 

the end of every obstacle with your special-meter pinned. The soft 

flex of the board makes it nearly impossible to resist some sort of 

press on nearly every obstacle in sight. It’s a rail master and comes 

in our largest variety of sizes to fit everyone at the park. We call it 

an intermediate level board because it helps new rail riders get over 

the hump when it comes to manipulating the flex and finding their 

style. But don’t let that fool you, it’s good enough for Aaron Gunn 

to stomp a heelside 1260 off the kicker on the 152 cm this year. 

Basically, it shreds on all levels.



+  Soft flex makes pressing a piece of cake

+  Loose snow-style feel on the water

+  Upgraded park base can handle all obstacles

+  Great for learning to manipulate flex on rails 

T E R R A I N

SKU# 18265

RAIL RIDER / PRESS MASTER

SIZES:

136 CM  /  42.4 CM 

140 CM  /  43.7 CM 

144 CM  /  44.9 CM 

148 CM  /  45.5 CM 

152 CM  /  45.9 CM

SKILL LEVEL:   ALL SKILL LEVELS 

 

FLEX:   EXTRA SOFT

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  TERRAIN BOARD 

+  FINLESS

TERRAIN HIGHLIGHTS TERRAIN CHARACTERISTICS

The Terrain is the perfect board for riders looking to improve their rail riding skills in the park. The extra soft 

flex pattern allows for big presses and helps riders understand the feeling of locking on and holding a press. 

The Terrain has a wide profile and fast continuous rocker line, allowing riders to cruise effortlessly through the 

park and focus on mastering each and every obstacle. 



CARBON BEDROCK INSERTS 

Our Carbon Bedrock Inserts are the strongest and lightest mounting system in Slingshot history and utilize the 

industry-standard M6 hardware. Reinforced by patches of carbon fiber, the four-pack inserts are ridiculously 

strong, but remain flexible, which allows for an uninterrupted flex pattern. When paired with 2018 Slingshot 

Bindings, they allow for stance widths ranging from 19-25 inches (on center). 

LIGHTER THAN EVER 
 
BALLISTIC PARK BASE 

Our Ballistic Park Base utilizes the most durable material on the market and is designed to withstand the abuse of 

the world’s hardest-charging riders. Whether you’re on metal, wood, plastic, dirt or grass, you have our permission 

to go Ballistic with our base material. 

 
VERTICALLY LAMINATED WOOD CORE 
 
CONTINUOUS ROCKER 
 
SLINGSHOT FUSION SIDEWALLS 
 

1

2

3

4

5

6

LENGTH

136 CM 42.4 CM  /  27.4 CM (T/T) 2.5” UP TO 165  LBS 6.85  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE NOPE

140 CM 43.7 CM  /  28.2 CM (T/T) 2.7” 145 — 195  LBS 7.1  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE NOPE

144 CM 44.9 CM  /  29 CM (T/T) 2.9” 160 — 210  LBS 7.45  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE NOPE

148 CM 45.5 CM  /  28.3 CM (T/T) 2.9” 175 — 225  LBS 7.7  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE NOPE

152 CM 45.9 CM  /  28 CM (T/T) 2.95” 190 LBS  + 7.8  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE NOPE

WIDTHS ROCKER RIDER WT. BOARD WT. BASE FINS

T E R R A I N  D E T A I L S1



G U N N  T E R R A I N

Aaron Gunn Terrain – Aaron has proved to be the master of the 

Terrain since he started riding it about two years ago, so it only 

made sense we give him one to call his own. The difference this year 

is we stiffened up the belly so it can handle kicker landings better, 

considering Gunn can’t resist jumping off of everything in sight. 

Aaron has also crushed just about every “that board is too big” myth, 

as he arguably spun more circles and caught more air than any other 

rider in 2016. A 1080 a day would be 1095 full spins, so realistically 

he probably came in somewhere closer to 10,000. We’re dizzy just 

after doing the math…



+  Soft flex makes pressing a piece of cake

+  Loose snow-style feel on the water

+  Ballistic base can handle all obstacles

+  Great for learning to manipulate flex on rails 

+  Board of Choice for 2X World Champion Aaron Gunn

G U N N  T E R R A I N

SKU# 18265

RAIL RIDER / PRESS MASTER

SIZES:

140 CM  /  43.7 CM 

144 CM  /  44.9 CM 

148 CM  /  45.5 CM

152 CM  /  46.1 CM 

SKILL LEVEL:   ALL SKILL LEVELS 

 

FLEX:   SOFT

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  GUNN TERRAIN BOARD 

+  FINLESS

GUNN TERRAIN HIGHLIGHTS GUNN TERRAIN CHARACTERISTICS

The Gunn Terrain is the perfect board for riders looking to improve their rail riding skills in the park. The extra 

soft flex pattern allows for big presses and helps riders understand the feeling of locking on and holding a 

press. The Gunn Terrain has a wide profile and fast continuous rocker line, allowing riders like two-time Wake 

Park World Champion Gunn Terrain to cruise effortlessly through the park and focus on mastering each and 

every obstacle. 



152 CM 46.1 CM  /  28.3 CM (T/T) 2.9” 185 — 235  LBS 8.0  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE NOPE

CARBON BEDROCK INSERTS 

Our Carbon Bedrock Inserts are the strongest and lightest mounting system in Slingshot history and utilize the 

industry-standard M6 hardware. Reinforced by patches of carbon fiber, the four-pack inserts are ridiculously 

strong, but remain flexible, which allows for an uninterrupted flex pattern. When paired with 2018 Slingshot 

Bindings, they allow for stance widths ranging from 19-25 inches (on center). 

LIGHTER THAN EVER 
 
BALLISTIC PARK BASE 

Our Ballistic Park Base utilizes the most durable material on the market and is designed to withstand the abuse of 

the world’s hardest-charging riders. Whether you’re on metal, wood, plastic, dirt or grass, you have our permission 

to go Ballistic with our base material.  
 
VERTICALLY LAMINATED WOOD CORE 
 
CONTINUOUS ROCKER 
 
SLINGSHOT FUSION SIDEWALLS 
 

1

2

3

4

5

6

LENGTH

140 CM 43.7 CM  /  28.2 CM (T/T) 2.7” 145 — 195  LBS 7.1  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE NOPE

144 CM 44.9 CM  /  29 CM (T/T) 2.9” 160 — 210  LBS 7.45  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE NOPE

148 CM 45.5 CM  /  28.3 CM (T/T) 2.9” 175 — 225  LBS 7.7  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE NOPE

WIDTHS ROCKER RIDER WT. BOARD WT. BASE FINS

G U N N  T E R R A I N  D E T A I L S1



W I N D S O R

The Windsor was the first board to sell out in 2017, so we’re taking 

that as a sign that people are digging it. By the time Summer of 

2017 hit, even Windsor was begging to get his hands on one…It’s got 

great flex and as much pop as you would find on a top 40 playlist 

on Spotify. The Windsor is built the same framework, as the trusty 

Coalition board, but with more bells and whistles. If the Coalition is 

a car with cloth interior and an AM / FM stereo, the Windsor has the 

upgrade package with leather seats and a sunroof. The guts are the 

same, but the Windsor has a few extras like the large flex tips that 

help riders lock in to presses, and the rail channels through the tip 

and tail adding a bit more traction / stability for hard edging, big airs 

and landings.



+  Excellent all-around park board

+  Great pop for air tricks

+  Added traction for hard-edging riders

+  Stiffer belly makes kicker landings easier

+  Lock into presses like never before with Flex Tip Technology

SKU# 18260

COMPETITION LEVEL PARK BOARD

SIZES:

137 CM  /  43 CM 

141 CM  /  44.2 CM 

145 CM  /  45.5 CM

SKILL LEVEL:   INTERMEDIATE - EXPERT 

 

FLEX:   STIFF BELLY > SOFT TIPS

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  WINDSOR BOARD 

+  4 — .75” X 6” ( 1.9 x 15.2 CM ) WAKE FINS

WINDSOR PRO MODEL HIGHLIGHTS WINDSOR PRO MODEL CHARACTERISTICS

The Windsor board has a special feel in 2018, maybe its because he can stare down at his beloved home 

country while riding. For years, James has been asking for a park board that is stiff in the center with a 

significantly softer tip and tail. The stiff center helps maintain pop off the water, as well as speed through big 

kicker landings. The soft tips allow the rider to lock into presses with very little resistance from the stiffness 

of the board. After a few years of perfecting this new design, we have delivered James’ dream board. Once you 

press on a Slingshot Flex Tip board, you’ll never feel the same about your old setup. 

W I N D S O R



CARBON BEDROCK INSERTS 

Our Carbon Bedrock Inserts are the strongest and lightest mounting system in Slingshot history and utilize the 

industry-standard M6 hardware. Reinforced by patches of carbon fiber, the four-pack inserts are ridiculously 

strong, but remain flexible, which allows for an uninterrupted flex pattern. When paired with 2018 Slingshot 

Bindings, they allow for stance widths ranging from 19-25 inches (on center). 

LIGHTER THAN EVER 
 
FLEX TIP TECHNOLOGY 

Continued in 2018, Slingshot is proud of the most advanced flex technology in the industry. Based around our 

renowned vertically laminated wood core, these tapered flex tips allow for a stiffer belly, bringing the flex farther 

out towards the tip and tail for a press experience only available from Slingshot. 

 
BALLISTIC PARK BASE 

Our Ballistic Park Base utilizes the most durable material on the market and is designed to withstand the abuse of 

the world’s hardest-charging riders. Whether you’re on metal, wood, plastic, dirt or grass, you have our permission 

to go Ballistic with our base material. 

 
DUAL TIP AND TAIL CHANNELS + SLINGSHOT FUSION SIDEWALLS 
 
HYBRID ROCKER

VERTICALLY LAMINATED WOOD CORE 
 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

LENGTH

137 CM 43 CM  /  28.4 CM (T/T) 2.65” UP TO 180  LBS 7.05  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

141 CM 44.2 CM  /  28.8 CM (T/T) 2.75” 145 — 195  LBS 7.7  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

145 CM 45.5 CM  /  29.2 CM (T/T) 2.78” 160 LBS  + 8.1  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

WIDTHS ROCKER RIDER WT. BOARD WT. BASE FINS

W I N D S O R  D E T A I L S1



V A L L E Y

Much like the Terrain, riding the Valley is like finding the cheat code 

that unlocks all the new tricks and levels on your favorite video 

game. Hop on this park-specific board and suddenly you’re able to 

press in all directions, coming off the end of every obstacle with your 

special meter pinned. The soft flex of the board makes it easy for 

lighter weight riders to lock in and the simple base design gives the 

Valley an incredibly free feeling on the water – Like cutting the first 

tracks down the side of a powder covered mountain.



+  Female-specific soft-flex park board

+  Makes pressing a piece of cake

+  Loose snow-style feel on the water

+  Upgraded park base can handle all obstacles

+  Forgiving, user-friendly feel great for progression

SKU# 18267

QUEEN OF THE PARK

SKILL LEVEL:   ALL SKILL LEVELS 

 

FLEX:   EXTRA SOFT

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  VALLEY BOARD 

+  FINLESS

VALLEY HIGHLIGHTS VALLEY CHARACTERISTICS

The Valley is our female-specific park board designed for riders looking to take their rail riding skills to the next 

level. The extra soft flex pattern allows for big presses and helps riders experience the true feeling of locking 

in and holding a press. The flex also brings new excitement to the simple moves like carves and sprays. The 

Valley’s wide profile and fast continuous rocker line allow the rider to cruise effortlessly through the park and 

put all their focus on mastering each and every obstacle. The Valley features the gorgeous signature artwork 

of Ms. Kim Kirch, the most influential artist in women’s wakeboarding. 

V A L L E Y

SIZES:

136 CM  /  42.4 CM 

140 CM  /  42.7 CM 



136 CM 42.4 CM  /  27.4 CM (T/T) 2.5” UP TO 165  LBS 6.65  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE NOPE

CARBON BEDROCK INSERTS 

Our Carbon Bedrock Inserts are the strongest and lightest mounting system in Slingshot history and utilize the 

industry-standard M6 hardware. Reinforced by patches of carbon fiber, the four-pack inserts are ridiculously 

strong, but remain flexible, which allows for an uninterrupted flex pattern. When paired with 2018 Slingshot 

Bindings, they allow for stance widths ranging from 19-25 inches (on center). 

BALLISTIC PARK BASE 

Our Ballistic Park Base utilizes the most durable material on the market and is designed to withstand the abuse of 

the world’s hardest-charging riders. Whether you’re on metal, wood, plastic, dirt or grass, you have our permission 

to go Ballistic with our base material. 

 
VERTICALLY LAMINATED WOOD CORE 
 
CONTINUOUS ROCKER 
 
SLINGSHOT FUSION SIDEWALLS 
 

1

2

3

4

5

LENGTH

136 CM 42.4 CM  /  27.4 CM (T/T) 2.5” UP TO 165  LBS 6.65  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE NOPE

WIDTHS ROCKER RIDER WT. BOARD WT. BASE FINS

V A L L E Y  D E T A I L S1



W H I P

The Whip was built for the tech heads of wakeboarding. The 

design process started with a laser and a German, and became an 

unbelievable exciting shape to ride. The amount of traction this 

board delivers while appearing relatively flat on the bottom will 

surely come as a surprise. It’s the perfect choice for riders who 

love that locked in feeling on the water. A board they can trust 

while they’re railing around a corner getting ready to take flight, or 

if someone just needs a bit more security on their landings while 

trying something new.



+  Most traction in the line when riding finless

+  Fast board-speed eases line tension on the water

+  Excels at both park and boat riding 

+  Medium flex  great for air tricks and kicker landings

+  Big pop off the wake 

SKU# 18280

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS

SIZES: 

139 CM  /  42.8 CM 

143 CM  /  44.1 CM

SKILL LEVEL:   INTERMEDIATE - EXPERT 

 

FLEX:   MEDIUM

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  WHIP BOARD 

+  4 — .75” X 6” ( 1.9 x 15.2 CM ) WAKE FINS

WHIP HIGHLIGHTS WHIP CHARACTERISTICS

One of the most difficult feats in wakeboard design is achieving an ideal balance between traction and speed; 

one is often sacrificed to achieve the other. The Whip, however, has both, thanks to Slingshot’s signature 

NACA Tech Channels. These precision laser-cut channels increase the board’s traction on edge without 

sacrificing glide speed. With the Whip, you can enjoy the best of both worlds: speed and freedom on rails, with 

reliable traction when edging. The Whip has a medium flex pattern which gives it a strong pop off the wake 

and plenty of snap off the water for big ollies. 

W H I P



CARBON BEDROCK INSERTS 

Our Carbon Bedrock Inserts are the strongest and lightest mounting system in Slingshot history and utilize the 

industry-standard M6 hardware. Reinforced by patches of carbon fiber, the four-pack inserts are ridiculously 

strong, but remain flexible, which allows for an uninterrupted flex pattern. When paired with 2018 Slingshot 

Bindings, they allow for stance widths ranging from 19-25 inches (on center). 

BALLISTIC PARK BASE 

Our Ballistic Park Base utilizes the most durable material on the market and is designed to withstand the abuse of 

the world’s hardest-charging riders. Whether you’re on metal, wood, plastic, dirt or grass, you have our permission 

to go Ballistic with our base material.  
 
VERTICALLY LAMINATED WOOD CORE 
 
INVERTED NACA TECH CHANNELS + SUBTLE V SPINE 
 
SLINGSHOT FUSION SIDEWALLS 
 
CONTINUOUS ROCKER  
 

1

2

3

4

5

6

LENGTH

139 CM 42.8 CM  /  28.3 CM (T/T) 2.2” 130 — 180  LBS 7.8  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

143 CM 44.1 CM  /  29.2 CM (T/T) 2.4” 145 LBS  + 8.2  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

WIDTHS ROCKER RIDER WT. BOARD WT. BASE FINS

W H I P  D E T A I L S1



S O L O

Whatever Dylan Miller says or thinks is cool usually ends up being 

cool. The way he stands, the hats he wears, and of course the boards 

he rides. It’s funny considering he’s just some guy from the middle 

of nowhere Canada who has an obsession for perfectly packed 

suitcases and super clean station wagons. Dylan’s car doesn’t have 

room for two wakeboards, so we had to build him one that would be 

perfect for all the places he rides. Hence, the “Solo.” It’s all he needs 

to get the job done, whether he’s having a heyday out on the boat or 

heading out to the park for some laps. With a 3-stage rocker pattern 

and rigid belly it feels more like the wake hits you when riding boat, 

and in the park, well, Dylan has basically crushed it there since the 

arrival of his new shape.



+  Lock into presses like never before with Flex Tip Technology

+  High-performance design for high-level riders

+  Great traction when riding finless

+  Excels at both park and boat riding

+  Narrow profile great for carving

S O L O

SKU# 18245

AN ENTIRELY NEW BREED

SIZES:

138 CM  /  42.55 CM 

142 CM  /  42.7 CM 

146 CM  /  43 CM

SKILL LEVEL:   INTERMEDIATE - EXPERT 

 

FLEX:   STIFF BELLY > SOFT TIPS

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  SOLO BOARD 

+  4 — .75” X 6” ( 1.9 x 15.2 CM ) WAKE FINS

SOLO HIGHLIGHTS SOLO CHARACTERISTICS

The Solo is a completely new crossover board designed by pro rider Dylan Miller and legendary Slingshot 

shaper Tony Logosz. Never before have we been able to incorporate so many unique performance features 

into one board. The Solo is the first of a whole new breed from Slingshot. It is a board that appeals to every 

riding environment. Tapered Flex Tip Technology creates an entirely new sensation for riding rails by allowing 

the rider to lock into presses without having to fight the rigidity of the board. Subtle channels located 

between the feet help to increase traction and stiffen the belly, giving the Solo more immediate pop off the 

wake, while the center V-Spine helps break up water tension for big landings, both behind the boat and in the 

park. The Solo also has a noticeably narrower outline shape, giving it more of a snow feel. 



NEW CARBON BEDROCK INSERTS 

Our Carbon Bedrock Inserts are the strongest and lightest mounting system in Slingshot history and utilize the 

industry-standard M6 hardware. Reinforced by patches of carbon fiber, the four-pack inserts are ridiculously 

strong, but remain flexible, which allows for an uninterrupted flex pattern. When paired with 2018 Slingshot 

Bindings, they allow for stance widths ranging from 19-25 inches (on center). 

TAPERED FLEX TIP TECHNOLOGY 

Continued in 2018, Slingshot is proud of the most advanced flex technology in the industry. Based around our 

renowned vertically laminated wood core, these tapered flex tips allow for a stiffer belly, bringing the flex farther 

out towards the tip and tail for a press experience only available from Slingshot. 

 
BALLISTIC PARK BASE 

Our Ballistic Park Base utilizes the most durable material on the market and is designed to withstand the abuse of 

the world’s hardest-charging riders. Whether you’re on metal, wood, plastic, dirt or grass, you have our permission 

to go Ballistic with our base material.  
 
DUAL CENTER CHANNELS + SLINGSHOT FUSION SIDEWALLS 
 
HYBRID 3-STAGE ROCKER

VERTICALLY LAMINATED WOOD CORE 
 

1

2

3

4

5

6

S O L O  D E T A I L S1

LENGTH

138 CM 42.55 CM  /  28.4 CM (T/T) 2.4” UP TO 165  LBS 7  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

142 CM 42.7 CM  /  29 CM (T/T) 2.8” 145 — 195  LBS 7.5  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

146 CM 43 CM  /  29.5 CM (T/T) 3” 160 LBS  + 7.9  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

WIDTHS ROCKER RIDER WT. BOARD WT. BASE FINS



C O N T R A S T

The Contrast is brand new this season and is built to serve one of 

the most stunning women in wakeboarding, Ms. Carro Djupsjö. It’s 

the sister board to the Solo, built to be the Queen of the cable AND 

the boat. Flex tips give riders an entirely new experience on rails 

plus the three-stage rocker and rigid belly give you that firecracker 

feeling under your feet when you hit the wake. The Contrast also has 

a unique outline which is slightly narrower than our other models - 

sure to secure you the 1st place prize should you ever find yourself in 

a barrel slalom event down the straightaways of your local watering 

hole.



+  Fast, fun, free-feeling ride

+  Designed for hard-charging female riders

+  The best carving board in our line

+  Medium flex gives great pop off the wake

+  All-around design excels in all conditions

SKU# 18255

THE FIRST FLEX BOARD FOR GIRLS

SIZES:

134 CM  /  42 CM 

138 CM  /  43 CM

SKILL LEVEL:   ALL SKILL LEVELS 

 

FLEX:   MEDIUM

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  CONTRAST BOARD 

+  4 — .75” X 6” ( 1.9 x 15.2 CM ) WAKE FINS

CONTRAST HIGHLIGHTS CONTRAST CHARACTERISTICS

The Contrast is a female-specific board with a classic user-friendly shape that provides unmatched 

maneuverability and speed. It is a board that appeals to every riding environment. Tapered Flex Tip 

Technology creates an entirely new sensation for riding rails by allowing the rider to lock into presses 

without having to fight the rigidity of the board. Subtle channels located between the feet help to increase 

traction and stiffen the belly, giving the Contrast more immediate pop off the wake, while the center V-Spine 

helps break up water tension for big landings, both behind the boat and in the park. The Contrast also has a 

noticeably narrower outline shape, giving it more of a snow feel. 

C O N T R A S T



CARBON BEDROCK INSERTS 

Our Carbon Bedrock Inserts are the strongest and lightest mounting system in Slingshot history and utilize the 

industry-standard M6 hardware. Reinforced by patches of carbon fiber, the four-pack inserts are ridiculously 

strong, but remain flexible, which allows for an uninterrupted flex pattern. When paired with 2018 Slingshot 

Bindings, they allow for stance widths ranging from 19-25 inches (on center). 

 

LIGHTER THAN EVER - VERTICALLY LAMINATED WOOD CORE 
 
BALLISTIC PARK BASE 

Our Ballistic Park Base utilizes the most durable material on the market and is designed to withstand the abuse of 

the world’s hardest-charging riders. Whether you’re on metal, wood, plastic, dirt or grass, you have our permission 

to go Ballistic with our base material. 

 
ELIPTICAL CONCAVE 
 
SLINGSHOT FUSION SIDEWALLS 
 
CONTINUOUS ROCKER 
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6

LENGTH

134 CM 42 CM  /  25.9 CM (T/T) 2.4” UP TO 150  LBS 6.6  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

UP TO 165  LBS 6.8  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

WIDTHS ROCKER RIDER WT. BOARD WT. BASE FINS

C O N T R A S T  D E T A I L S1

138 CM 42.55 CM  /  28.4 CM (T/T) 2.4”



S U P E R G R O M

As a parent, there is nothing more satisfying than seeing a child 

find a new passion. We designed the Super Grom to give kids all the 

same warm and fuzzy feelings that we get as adults when riding a 

wakeboard. Flex, rebound, pop, freedom, creativity, and inspiration. 

For most of us wakeboarding has been a lifelong habit that we can’t 

seem to shake, and it sure beats the rest when it comes to things 

we would love to see our kids adopt. The Super Grom is the first step 

to what we hope becomes years or even decades of entertainment 

in the water. With an ultra-soft flex pattern that kids can enjoy and 

a forgiving base design that’s kid friendly for learning, it sure beats 

an iPad.



+  The obvious choice for young shredders

+  Soft flex allows lightweight riders to feel the board’s energy

+  Loose feel when finless teaches proper edging technique

+  Bolt-on fins offer plenty of traction for riding boat

+  Extremely durable edges for “accidents”

SKU# 18287

ORIGINAL FLEX BOARD FOR GROMS

SIZES:

125 CM  /  38.1 CM 

130 CM  /  39.6 CM

SKILL LEVEL:   ALL SKILL LEVELS 

 

FLEX:   EXTRA SOFT

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  SUPER GROM  BOARD 

+  4 — .75” X 6” ( 1.9 x 15.2 CM ) WAKE FINS

SUPER GROM HIGHLIGHTS SUPER GROM CHARACTERISTICS

The Super Grom is a youth-specific board designed for the up-and-coming generation of young rippers 

who will one day be the stars of our sport. As the original flex board for kids, the Super Grom is the perfect 

shape to get youngsters to experience the magical feeling of flexing on a rail or popping big off a wake like 

their favorite pros. For new riders, the Super Grom is a user-friendly and forgiving board that will provide 

progression they need for success, while its lively wood core and rugged Ballistic Base make it a board that 

will take advanced young riders to the next level. 

S U P E R  G R O M



CARBON BEDROCK INSERTS 

Our Carbon Bedrock Inserts are the strongest and lightest mounting system in Slingshot history and utilize the 

industry-standard M6 hardware. Reinforced by patches of carbon fiber, the four-pack inserts are ridiculously 

strong, but remain flexible, which allows for an uninterrupted flex pattern. When paired with 2018 Slingshot 

Bindings, they allow for stance widths ranging from 19-25 inches (on center). 

 
BALLISTIC PARK BASE 

Our Ballistic Park Base utilizes the most durable material on the market and is designed to withstand the abuse of 

the world’s hardest-charging riders. Whether you’re on metal, wood, plastic, dirt or grass, you have our permission 

to go Ballistic with our base material. 

 
VERTICALLY LAMINATED WOOD CORE  
 
SLINGSHOT FUSION SIDEWALLS 
 
3-STAGE ROCKER 
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LENGTH

125 CM 35.1 CM  /  23.2 CM (T/T) 1.8” UP TO 70  LBS 5.9  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

130 CM 38.1 CM  /  25.2 CM (T/T) 2.0” UP TO 100  LBS 6.05  LBS BALLISTIC PARK BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

WIDTHS ROCKER RIDER WT. BOARD WT. BASE FINS

S U P E R  G R O M  D E T A I L S1



P I L L

The Pill is rigid, It’s hard hitting, it’s the for the type of wakeboarder 

who may have flex reservations. The enthusiast who believes that 

a stiff flex is the key to success in their riding style. People who 

spend their time on the lakes and rivers charging hard at the wake, 

boosting to the flats, and looking for a board that can enable their 

aggressive riding style. 3-stage rocker, naca tech channels and 

the center spine help you boost off the wake, land with speed, and 

break up surface tension when landings in the flats. It’s a board for 

energetic boat riders looking to push their skills to new heights. For 

the up and comer, the aspiring competitor, and any other person 

who is curious about what a little flex might bring to their riding 

style.



+  Made for riders who like to go big

+  High-performance board for high-level riders

+  Rigid flex great for riders coming from traditional construction boards

+  Lots of traction for aggressive riding styles

+  Competition-level design

SKU# 18286

COMPETITION-LEVEL BOAT BOARD

SIZES:

138 CM  /  41.9 CM 

142 CM  /  43.2 CM

SKILL LEVEL:   INTERMEDIATE - EXPERT 

 

FLEX:   FIRM

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  PILL BOARD 

+  4 — .75” X 6” ( 1.9 x 15.2 CM ) WAKE FINS

PILL HIGHLIGHTS PILL CHARACTERISTICS

The Pill is a high-flying boat board built to be ridden with energy and speed. Perfect for advanced boat riders, 

the Pill features dual Naca tech channels and a firm flex pattern for big traction and instant pop off the wake. 

A three-stage rocker helps give the board more lift off the wake, and a center V-Spine profile helps to break 

up surface tension on the Pill’s massive landings. 

P I L L



CARBON BEDROCK INSERTS 

Our Carbon Bedrock Inserts are the strongest and lightest mounting system in Slingshot history and utilize the 

industry-standard M6 hardware. Reinforced by patches of carbon fiber, the four-pack inserts are ridiculously 

strong, but remain flexible, which allows for an uninterrupted flex pattern. When paired with 2018 Slingshot 

Bindings, they allow for stance widths ranging from 19-25 inches (on center). 

 

VERTICALLY LAMINATED WOOD CORE  - LIGHTER THAN EVER 
 
SLINGSHOT FUSION SIDEWALLS

DUAL NACA TECH CHANNELS

V-SPINE 
 
3-STAGE ROCKER 
 

1

2

3

4

5

6

LENGTH

138 CM 41.9 CM  /  28.2 CM (T/T) 2.7” UP TO 180  LBS 7.6  LBS DURA BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

142 CM 43.2 CM  /  28.8 CM (T/T) 2.9” 145 LBS + 7.95  LBS DURA BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

WIDTHS ROCKER RIDER WT. BOARD WT. BASE FINS

P I L L  D E T A I L S1



N O M A D

#Nomaderwhat - That’s what current owners of this board are 

tagging in the digital world! It seems to us that there’s something 

about the first longboard in wakeboarding that has everyone hooked. 

It’s a new feeling, a new experience, and for many riders, it has led 

to a whole new style.

Surely the Nomad is the inspiration for every wakeboarder who has 

sized up in the past year. Shit, even our competitors have embraced 

the idea. Forget the old wakeboarding you used to know and try 

something new! This year we added rail channels and stiffness to 

the belly so even the heaviest riders can experience flex the way 

it was intended. Oh and it’s got a rail base for the park as well. You 

asked for it … enjoy!



+  Proven fun for experienced riders

+  Great for all riders

+  Increased surface area and stability 

+  Ride at slower speeds for a more user-friendly experience

+  Great for boats with smaller wakes

+  Fast board speed eases arm tension

SKU# 18266

INDUSTRY LEADING LONG-BOARD

SIZES:

150 CM  /  44.5 CM 

155 CM  /  45.7 CM 

160 CM  /  44.5 CM

SKILL LEVEL:   ALL SKILL LEVELS 

 

FLEX:   MEDIUM

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  NOMAD BOARD 

+  4 — .75” X 6” ( 1.9 x 15.2 CM ) WAKE FINS

NOMAD HIGHLIGHTS NOMAD CHARACTERISTICS

The Nomad has inspired the birth of a whole new category of wakeboarding in the past two years. The 

concept is simple: The more surface area a board has, the more user-friendly it is. Whether it’s the slower 

boat speeds, increased stability or drifty wake to wake airs that tickle your fancy, long-board wakeboarding 

has inspired an appreciation for the more casual and mellow side of wakeboarding.  The Nomad was made for 

kicking back and enjoying the ride, and making it back to the office on Monday without a detour to see the 

doc. If you’re looking for a single board that everyone- from first-timers to pro riders- will enjoy, the Nomad is 

a no-brainer. 

N O M A D



CARBON BEDROCK INSERTS 

Our Carbon Bedrock Inserts are the strongest and lightest mounting system in Slingshot history and utilize the 

industry-standard M6 hardware. Reinforced by patches of carbon fiber, the four-pack inserts are ridiculously 

strong, but remain flexible, which allows for an uninterrupted flex pattern. When paired with 2018 Slingshot 

Bindings, they allow for stance widths ranging from 19-25 inches (on center). 

 

VERTICALLY LAMINATED WOOD CORE  - LIGHTER THAN EVER
 
SLINGSHOT FUSION SIDEWALLS

ELIPTICAL CONCAVE 
 
CONTINUOUS ROCKER
 

1

2

3

4

5

LENGTH

150 CM 44.5 CM  /  27.7 CM (T/T) 2.7” UP TO 210  LBS 7.5  LBS DURA BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

155 CM 45.7 CM  /  28.4 CM (T/T) 2.8” 180 — 240  LBS 8  LBS DURA BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

160 CM 44.5 CM  /  27.6 CM (T/T) 2.9” 220 LBS  + 8.2  LBS DURA BASE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) WAKE FIN

WIDTHS ROCKER RIDER WT. BOARD WT. BASE FINS

N O M A D  D E T A I L S1





W A K E S U R F E R S

There’s no experience quite like throwing the rope and feeling that 

surge of water beneath your feet strong enough to propel you 

through the water as you chase a boat full of your closest friends. 

It’s like riding the longest wave of your life while your crew chases 

you down the line watching your every move, jamming your favorite 

tunes, and probably giving you a bit of shit as well. Now that’s our 

kind of Party wave! The Slingshot Wakesurf line is designed with 

the goal to make that experience even better. From Surf to Skim 

we’ve got you covered with fun new features that make the boat + 

surfboard equation a no-brainer.



+  The best carving shape

+  Fast rocker line makes it easy to stay with the wave

+  Customizable feel with multiple fin arrangements

+  Increased nose rocker

+  Click in/out keyless / tool-less FCSII fin system

SKU# 18237

CLASSIC SURF OUTLINE

SIZES:

4’8”  

5’0”

SKILL LEVEL:   ALL SKILL LEVELS

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  COBRA CAT BOARD 

+  TRI-FIN TOOL-LESS FCSII SYSTEM 
    2 x 3.9” ASYMMETRICAL FORWARD FCSII FINS 
    1 x 3.9” SYMMETRICAL MIDDLE BACK FCSII FIN

COBRA CAT HIGHLIGHTS COBRA CAT CHARACTERISTICS

The Cobra Cat is our traditional surf style outline for those “Slater” types. Those die-hards who “only surf in 

the ocean but the wind was out of the north today and things got blown out so I guess I’ll give it a try.” It’s 

OK to front because they’re cool and come from the coast, but after a rip on this stick, they’ll be blowing up 

your phone wondering when you’re taking the boat out next. This board rips like a true ocean surfer, but with 

rocker lines more suited for the boat. FCS II fins make it a breeze to customize your configuration and keep 

the vinyl clean when it comes time to bring it in for the day.

C O B R A  C A T



AGGRESSIVE NOSE ROCKER

THRUSTER FIN SETUP

FCSII FINS

CLASSIC SURF OUTLINE

EVA DECKPAD

CENTER SPINE

DOUBLE CONCAVE HULL

DUAL RAIL CHANNELS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

C O B R A  C A T  D E T A I L S

3 4

21

6 87

5

LENGTH

4’ 8” 21” 1  7/16” 5.7  LBS 3 X 3.9” ( 9.9 CM ) FCSII TRI-FIN SET-UP

5’ 0” 21” 1  7/16” 6.5  LBS 3 X 3.9” ( 9.9 CM ) FCSII TRI-FIN SET-UP

18.8 L 

20.2 L 

125 — 275  LBS

150 — 300  LBS

WIDTH THICKNESS VOLUME RIDER WT. BOARD WT. FINS



+  Carbon matrix overlay adds strength and style

+  The best carving shape

+  Fast rocker line makes it easy to stay with the wave

+  Customizable feel with multiple fin arrangements

+  Increased nose rocker

+  Click in/out keyless / tool-less FCSII fin system

SKU# 18235480

CARBON-LACED CLASSIC SURF OUTLINE

SIZES:

4’8” 

SKILL LEVEL:   ALL SKILL LEVELS

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  COBRA CAT BOARD 

+  TRI-FIN TOOL-LESS FCSII SYSTEM 
    2 x 3.9” ASYMMETRICAL FORWARD FCSII FINS 
    1 x 3.9” SYMMETRICAL MIDDLE BACK FCSII FIN

COBRA CAT XR HIGHLIGHTS COBRA CAT XR CHARACTERISTICS

The Cobra Cat XR is an upgraded version of the Cobra Cat that features a high-tech carbon matrix overlay and 

stringer that yields added stiffness and strength and gives the board an unbelievable visual appeal. This is 

gorgeous board puts others to shame, plain and simple.

The Cobra Cat XR is our traditional surf style outline for those “Slater” types. Those die-hards who “only surf 

in the ocean but the wind was out of the north today and things got blown out so I guess I’ll give it a try.” It’s 

OK to front because they’re cool and come from the coast, but after a rip on this stick, they’ll be blowing up 

your phone wondering when you’re taking the boat out next. This board rips like a true ocean surfer, but with 

rocker lines more suited for the boat. FCS II fins make it a breeze to customize your configuration and keep 

the vinyl clean when it comes time to bring it in for the day.

C O B R A  C A T  X R



AGGRESSIVE NOSE ROCKER

HIGH-TECH CARBON MATRIX OVERLAY + THRUSTER FIN SETUP 

FCSII FINS

CLASSIC SURF OUTLINE

EVA DECKPAD

CENTER SPINE

DOUBLE CONCAVE HULL

DUAL RAIL CHANNELS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

C O B R A  C A T  X R  D E T A I L S

3 4

21

6 87

5

LENGTH

4’ 8” 21” 1  7/16” 5.5  LBS 3 X 3.9” ( 9.9 CM ) FCSII TRI-FIN SET-UP18.8 L 125 — 275  LBS

WIDTH THICKNESS VOLUME RIDER WT. BOARD WT. FINS



+  Great for airs and more advanced tricks

+  Large surface area ideal for larger/heavier surfers

+  Increased nose rocker

+  Fast Rocker lines makes it easy to catch the wave

+  Click in/out keyless / tool-less FCSII fin system

SKU# 18236

PROGRESSIVE SNUBBED-NOSE PROFILE

SIZES:

4’6”  

4’10”

SKILL LEVEL:   ALL SKILL LEVELS

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  GNARWHAL BOARD 

+  QUAD-FIN SETUP FEATURING 
    TOOL-LESS FCSII SYSTEM 
    2 x 3.9” ASYMMETRICAL FORWARD FCSII FINS 
    2 x 3.9” SYMMETRICAL MIDDLE BACK FCSII FIN

GNARWHAL HIGHLIGHTS GNARWHAL CHARACTERISTICS

The Gnarwahl is a progressive surf shape with a short nose and fat tail. It packs a lot of surface area into a 

little package to fit comfortably into the pocket of the wave and cruise with ease. The fat tail is designed so 

you can worry less about staying with the wave and more about exploring the pop off the top of the lip. It’s 

the first board we caught air on and we’re confident the same will be the case for you. It’s quad fin setup is 

fun to play with to achieve more drive with the fins in the back, or more of a skate-like, easy to break free feel 

with just the forward fins installed. The Gnarwahl is equipped with FCSII fin boxes to make fin swaps a breeze 

without the endless hunt for a key, and are also compatible with all other FCS fin models.

G N A R W H A L



AGGRESSIVE NOSE ROCKER

QUAD FIN SETUP

FCSII FINS

PROGRESSIVE SURF SHAPE

EVA DECKPAD

CENTER SPINE

DOUBLE CONCAVE HULL

DUAL RAIL CHANNELS

1
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6

7

8

G N A R W H A L  D E T A I L S

3 4

21

6 87

5

LENGTH

4’ 6” 21” 1  3/8” 5.9  LBS 4 X 3.9” ( 9.9 CM ) FCSII QUAD-FIN SET-UP

4’ 10” 21” 1  3/8” 6.75  LBS 4 X 3.9” ( 9.9 CM ) FCSII QUAD-FIN SET-UP

19.1 L 

20.4 L 

100 — 250  LBS

145 — 295  LBS

WIDTH THICKNESS VOLUME RIDER WT. BOARD WT. FINS



+  Carbon matrix overlay adds strength and style

+  Great for airs and more advanced tricks

+  Large surface area ideal for larger/heavier surfers

+  Increased nose rocker

+  Click in/out keyless / tool-less FCSII fin system

SKU# 18235460

CARBON-LACED PROGRESSIVE  
SNUBBED-NOSE PROFILE

SIZES:

4’6” 

SKILL LEVEL:   ALL SKILL LEVELS

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  GNARWHAL XR BOARD 

+  QUAD-FIN SETUP FEATURING 
    TOOL-LESS FCSII SYSTEM 
    2 x 3.9” ASYMMETRICAL FORWARD FCSII FINS 
    2 x 3.9” SYMMETRICAL MIDDLE BACK FCSII FIN

GNARWHAL XR  HIGHLIGHTS GNARWHAL XR CHARACTERISTICS

The Gnarwhal XR is an upgraded version of the Gnarwhal that features a high-tech carbon matrix overlay and 

stringer that yields added stiffness and strength and gives the board an unbelievable visual appeal. This is 

gorgeous board puts others to shame, plain and simple.

The Gnarwahl XR is a progressive surf shape with a short nose and fat tail. It packs a lot of surface area into 

a little package to fit comfortably into the pocket of the wave and cruise with ease. The fat tail is designed so 

you can worry less about staying with the wave and more about exploring the pop off the top of the lip. It’s 

the first board we caught air on and we’re confident the same will be the case for you. It’s quad fin setup is 

fun to play with to achieve more drive with the fins in the back, or more of a skate-like, easy to break free feel 

with just the forward fins installed. The Gnarwahl is equipped with FCSII fin boxes to make fin swaps a breeze 

without the endless hunt for a key, and are also compatible with all other FCS fin models.

G N A R W H A L  X R



AGGRESSIVE NOSE ROCKER

HIGH-TECH CARBON MATRIX OVERLAY + QUAD FIN SETUP

FCSII FINS

PROGRESSIVE SURF SHAPE

EVA DECKPAD

CENTER SPINE

DOUBLE CONCAVE HULL

DUAL RAIL CHANNELS

1

2
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4

5

6

7

8

G N A R W H A L  X R  D E T A I L S

3 4

21

6 87

5

LENGTH

4’ 6” 21” 1  3/8” 5.8  LBS 4 X 3.9” ( 9.9 CM ) FCSII QUAD-FIN SET-UP19.1 L 100 — 250  LBS

WIDTH THICKNESS VOLUME RIDER WT. BOARD WT. FINS



+  Great for first-time surfers

+  Less buoyancy, easier deep water starts

+  Skim style great for learning spins and skate style tricks

+  Fast and efficient, ideal for smaller wave sizes

+  Full Deck pad 

SKU# 18238

SKIM-STYLE BOARD

SIZES:

52” ( 4’3” ) 

56” ( 4’6” )

SKILL LEVEL:   ALL SKILL LEVELS

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  BUTTER BAR BOARD 

+  TRI-FIN SETUP 
    3 x 2” SYMMETRICAL G10 FINS

BUTTER BAR HIGHLIGHTS BUTTER BAR CHARACTERISTICS

The butter bar is our #1 seller within the wakesurf line for one simple reason: It’s the king of surfing most 

every wave, big or small, round or steep. The flat rocker line makes the board extremely fast and gives surfers 

the best chance of a slack line and the freedom of a 100% wave-propelled surf session. The butter bar’s full 

EVA deck pad allows surfers to stand anywhere on the board and the tri-fin setup leaves plenty of room to 

experiment with the traction, speed, and stability of the board. Also if you’ve got a tidbit of that skate blood 

running through your veins, the butter bar is a blast for your skate style tricks without that rough patch of 

concrete below.

B U T T E R  B A R



AGGRESSIVE NOSE ROCKER

TRI-FIN SETUP WITH BOLT ON G10 FINS

SKIM-STYLE BOARD

FULL EVA DECKPAD

1

2

3

4

B U T T E R  B A R  D E T A I L S

3 4

21

LENGTH

52” ( 4’ 3” ) 21 1/4” 1  7/16” 5.8  LBS 3 X 2” ( 5.08 CM ) G10 TRI-FIN SET-UP

56” ( 4’ 6” ) 21 1/2” 1  7/16” 6.6  LBS 3 X 2” ( 5.08 CM ) G10 TRI-FIN SET-UP

8.0 L 

11.9 L 

100 — 250  LBS

125 — 275  LBS

WIDTH THICKNESS VOLUME RIDER WT. BOARD WT. FINS



+  Carbon matrix overlay adds strength and style

+  Great for first-time surfers

+  Less buoyancy, easier deep water starts

+  Skim style great for learning spins and skate style tricks

+  Fast and efficient, ideal for smaller wave sizes

+  Full Deck pad 

SKU# 18235520

CARBON-LACED
SKIM-STYLE BOARD

SIZES:

52” ( 4’3” )

SKILL LEVEL:   ALL SKILL LEVELS

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  BUTTER BAR XR BOARD 

+  TRI-FIN SETUP 
    3 x 2” SYMMETRICAL G10 FINS

BUTTER BAR XR HIGHLIGHTS BUTTER BAR XR CHARACTERISTICS

The Butter Bar XR is an upgraded version of the Butter Bar that features a high-tech carbon matrix overlay 

and stringer that yields added stiffness and strength and gives the board an unbelievable visual appeal. This 

is gorgeous board puts others to shame, plain and simple. 

The butter bar is our #1 seller within the wakesurf line for one simple reason: It’s the king of surfing most 

every wave, big or small, round or steep. The flat rocker line makes the board extremely fast and gives surfers 

the best chance of a slack line and the freedom of a 100% wave-propelled surf session. The butter bar’s full 

EVA deck pad allows surfers to stand anywhere on the board and the tri-fin setup leaves plenty of room to 

experiment with the traction, speed, and stability of the board. Also if you’ve got a tidbit of that skate blood 

running through your veins, the butter bar is a blast for your skate style tricks without that rough patch of 

concrete below.

B U T T E R  B A R  X R



AGGRESSIVE NOSE ROCKER

HIGH-TECH CARBON MATRIX OVERLAY + TRI-FIN SETUP WITH BOLT ON G10 FINS

SKIM-STYLE BOARD

FULL EVA DECKPAD

1

2

3

4

B U T T E R  B A R  X R  D E T A I L S

3 4

21

LENGTH

52” ( 4’ 3” ) 21 1/4” 1  7/16” 5.7  LBS 3 X 2” ( 5.08 CM ) G10 TRI-FIN SET-UP8.0 L 100 — 250  LBS

WIDTH THICKNESS VOLUME RIDER WT. BOARD WT. FINS



F O I L

“The first time Tony Logosz brought a foil out on the boat it was 

about 45 inches long, razor sharp, and attached to a wakeskate. I 

told them that in my opinion it would never catch on behind the boat. 

Boy was I wrong…Haha. Fast forward a year to the graduated mast 

program introduced by Slingshot Kite that took the fear and risk out 

of learning to foil and we are IN BUSINESS! Learning on a 15-inch 

mast with a sturdy foil changed the experience entirely. I remember 

having a blast on the “taxi” mast and then pulling it in to wakesurf 

length and immediately surfing it afterwards. We all giggled like little 

girls in total excitement and stoke and I knew I was going to have to 

make the call to Tony, swallow my pride and explain how we just had 

the best time boating with this new toy.”

-Jeff McKee



+  Hydrofoil package designed specifically for behind-the-boat riding

+  Can use with any boat (or jetski)

+  Ride in any conditions, float smoothly above rough water

+  Brings a new challenge and completely new sensation to wakeboarding

+  Durable construction, breaks down quickly for easy storage

SKU# 18236022 (FULL PACKAGE)
SKU# 18236021 (BOARD ONLY)
SKU# 18236020 (FOIL ONLY)

ALL-AROUND FREERIDE FOILING 

SIZES:

4’10”

SKILL LEVEL:   ALL SKILL LEVELS

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  HOVER GLIDE FWAKE BOARD 

+  24” MAST 

+  15” MAST 

+  FRONT & REAR WINGS 

+  PEDESTAL & FUSELAGE  

+  ALL HARDWARE & SHIM

HOVER GLIDE FWAKE HIGHLIGHTS HOVER GLIDE FWAKE CHARACTERISTICS

Developed out of a lifelong curiosity of what it feels like to fly, the Wakefoiler has re-invigorated the 

boating experience completely. Fly behind virtually ANY towboat, and have the ride of your life regardless of 

conditions, wake size, etc. It’s like flying an airplane with your feet. Riding the Foil takes you back to the good 

old days of learning a new discipline behind the boat and the grin from ear to ear that follows is inevitable. We 

recommend you start slow, with the short mast and a long rope to ease into the flying experience.

This year we added FCSII fin boxes to the base so riders can remove the foil and wakesurf the deck as well.

H O V E R  G L I D E  F W A K E

15” MAST

24” MAST W/ FOIL



15-INCH (38 CM) MAST 
Learn with more progression, less pain and less frustration with the Wakefoiler’s 15-inch mast. With a short 

mast you’ll get used to the foil under your feet, you’ll get a feeling for the change in balance and weight 

distribution and you’ll learn what to do and what not to do, all with less risk than with a longer mast.

24-INCH (61 CM) MAST
Once you’re comfortable getting the board into position, getting up proficiently and are gaining controlled 

rides on the foil, you’ll be ready for the 24-inch mast. Switching to the longer mast will give you more 

mobility and more range of motion behind the boat. You’ll quickly gain a feeling for the fine-tuned control 

foiling requires, and as you progress you’ll be amazed at how much control you have and how agile your foil 

actually is.  

1

2

H O V E R  G L I D E  F W A K E  D E T A I L S

LENGTH

4’ 10”  (147.32 CM ) 20” ( 50.8 CM ) 1 3/8” ( 3.5 CM ) 90 mm x 254 mm  ( 9 cm x 25.4 cm )18.9 L 7.75 LBS ( 3.52 KG )

WIDTH THICKNESS VOLUME RIDER WT. TRACK MOUNT

The Hover Glide FWake is designed for easy learning, user-friendly progressionstability, smooth handling and 

streamline storage when not in use. The foil provides lift at low speeds and has a bottom-heavy weight balance that 

promotes stability and easy handling. The package includes two masts, 15” and 24”, that allows beginners to start 

small and step-up as they progress. The incremental lengths are designed for ease of progression. The concept is 

simple: start with the shorter, more manageable mast until you get the hang of it, then graduate to the longer, more 

versatile mast when you’re ready. 

Are you’re an experienced wakeboarder looking for something new and exciting? Are you intrigued by foiling’s high-

efficiency hydrodynamics? Does your local spot get rough and windy on a regular basis? Do you have a jetski, a 

pontoon, an outboard or a boat that doesn’t put out a perfect wake? 

If you answered yes to any of these, the Hover Glide FWake is your ticket to a whole new level of fun on the water!



T O W A B L E S

“We were mad scientists of weird boards and weird shapes, human 

CNC machines. Every once in a while we’d find something that really 

worked.. It has come such a long way, but at the same time... nothing 

has changed.”

 - Tony Logosz



+  Light, portable, super durable Dropstitch construction

+  Super cushy: Won’t ding you, won’t ding your boat

+  Safe for kids, fun for adults- a toy everyone will enjoy

+  Great learning tool for beginners, fresh and fun for advanced riders

+  Integrated Handle Hanger for hands-free towing

+  Best boat accessory since a cooler full of ice-cold drinks

+  Packs-down small, inflates in minutes

+  Glides on water or snow.

+  Durable enough to lay on sand, gravel or grass.

+  Washable 

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  iDRODISK 

+  HIGH-PRESSURE PUMP 

+  STORAGE STRAP 

+  PATCH/REPAIR KIT

BIG SHOT iDRODISK HIGHLIGHTS BIG SHOT iDRODISK CHARACTERISTICS

BIG SHOT iDRODISK RIDER PROFILE

You’ll love the Big Shot iDrodisk if you’re looking for versatile, portable and durable accessory that’s equally fun 

for the whole family. Stand up and ride it like a board, hook the towrope onto the hangar for hands-free cruising, 

drift down a mellow river, grab your shades and just hang out or tie a few together and make a party raft. With the 

iDrodisk, the possibilities are endless.

Meet the Big Shot iDrodisk, a new multi-purpose towable and lounge made from cutting-edge inflatable technology. 

The iDrodisk blends the classic activity of tubing with the rugged and high-performance modern construction for 

a high-tech take on good-old-fashioned fun. Whether you’re gearing up for a full boat and an action-packed day or 

you’re ready for a mellow afternoon lounging around the lake or pool, this multi-purpose, user-friendly inflatable disc 

is an accessory you won’t want to leave home without. 

Gone are the days of dealing with tubes that simply don’t hold up. We feel your pain, and have come up with the 

perfect solution. The iDrodisk is made from the same bomber DropStitch construction as Slingshot’s popular Airtech 

inflatable stand up paddle boards. This technology allows for a lightweight, high-performance and exceptionally 

durable craft. It inflates to 15psi for rigid structure and can be rolled up and stuffed into a storage compartment 

when not in use.

B I G  S H O T
i D R O D I S K
SKU# 17459001 (BLACK)
SKU# 17459002 (TEAL)
SKU# 17459003 (PINK)

SKU# 17459002 (TEAL) SKU# 17459003 (PINK)

SKU# 17459001 (BLACK)

PERFORMANCE LEISURE
INFLATABLE FUN

SIZE:

BIGSHOT 5’

TOP BOTTOM PROFILE

SIDE



B I G  S H O T  i D R O D I S K  D E T A I L S
The iDrodisk is made from the same bomber DropStitch construction as Slingshot’s popular Airtech 

inflatable stand up paddle boards. This technology allows for a lightweight, high-performance and 

exceptionally durable craft. It inflates to 15psi for rigid structure and can be rolled up and stuffed into a 

storage compartment when not in use.

AIR-TECH TRIPLE-PLY CONSTRUCTION 

Built to last, this exclusive full wrap triple-ply construction insures durability for many years of use. The iDrodisk 

rugged enough to withstand all kinds of abuse, but light enough for a youngster carry and maneuver with ease  

 

V-DROP STITCH CONSTRUCTION 

 The iDrodisk is built with high-tenacity V-Drop Stitch Construction, which allows for a high-pressure, rigid inflatable 

structure. When fully pumped up (15 PS), the iDrodisk maintains its shape exceptionally well. No soft, spongy 

feeling, even under a full load. 

CUSHY EVA DECK PAD  

The iDrodisk is covered in full EVA deck pad that gives it a soft and grippy surface for the ideal balance between 

comfort and performance. 

HOLD ON HANDLES & ANCHOR STRAPS 

Great for holding on, or tieing off when you want to park your iDrodisk to lounge.  

LOW PROFILE HANDLE HANGER  

Integrated into the surface of the board, the Handle Hanger grips your towrope handle for hands-free riding. A low-

profile shape means it’s out of the way and out of mind when not in use. 

PROVEN AIR-TECH SYSTEM 

We’ve applied he same time-tested inflation technology from our widely successful inflatable SUP line into the 

iDrodisk. This user-friendly and super-durable setup has proven to be the best in the business. 

HIGH-PRESSURE PUMP 

The iDrodisk comes with a special high-pressure inflation pump that will get you out on the water and having fun 

with just a few minutes of pumping. 
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INFLATED DIAMETER

5’  ( 1.524 M ) 4”  ( 10.16 CM ) 185.5 L 19  LBS  ( 8.6K )250  LBS

THICKNESS VOLUME MAX WEIGHT UNDER TOW iDRODISK WT.




